
Bankole Johnson Officially Launches
BankoleJohnson.com Publication
Bankole Johnson, a leading
neuroscientist, today launches
BankoleJohnson.com, a public interest,
non-commercial, and educational
website.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, UNITED
STATES, December 26, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Bankole Johnson,
a leading neuroscientist, today launches
www.BankoleJohnson.com, a public
interest, non-commercial, and educational website that contains a collection of short stories,
narratives, and anecdotes. These stories are designed to communicate or debate upon philosophical
and ethical issues in today’s world, and give pointers as to how we might choose to live to make our
lives better. 

He believes that if we would only treat each other just a little better every day, then the world would be
a much nicer and friendlier place to live. “Be kind whenever possible” he writes as a headline, which
seems good advice in today’s climate. He recounts a touching and moving the story of two travelers
on the way to London, “Juliet and Cassandra,” who while starting off as complete strangers, form a
close bond in one short journey. Prof Johnson would like to share this and his collection of short
stories in a way that we might understand a better way to treat our fellow man.

His words of wisdom also touch on situations that everyone may have encountered at least once in
their lifetime, particularly those moments when we see a situation and think to ourselves “that’s not
right,” or “I could have done something positive there.” He discusses how technology in the world
today has in some ways improved our lives, but in other ways caused us to lose sight of our goals and
objectives. He recounts a story entitled “The Distracted Planet, Something Lost,” which is perhaps an
example that we have become lazy and sometimes rely and depend on technology too much, and
have ignored some of the simpler (but more efficient) devices and methods that we have forgotten.

In his notable articles, he discusses the issue of pessimism, and “How to Inspire Even the Most
Persistent Pessimist.” In this article, he discusses how we can turn pessimism into optimism for a
better outlook on life.

Prof Johnson hopes this website will be not only educational but also informative and entertaining to
the readers.  Most of all, he hopes it will be of benefit to everyone in all walks of life, whether young or
old. No contents on the website pertain to advice about the treatment of mental or neurological
disease, nor do they advocate for any commercial interest.  The opinions expressed are his own, and
are unrelated and do not represent any positions, affiliations, or employment engagements that he
has or is a party to.

Connect with Bankole Johnson on LinkedIn or email him directly at Support@BankoleJohnson.com.
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